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On Isomorphisms of Finite Cayley Graphs
MARSTON CONDER AND CAI HENG LI†
A Cayley graph Cay.G; S/ of a group G is called a CI-graph if whenever T is another subset of G
for which Cay.G; S/ D Cay.G; T /, there exists an automorphism  of G such that S D T . For a
positive integer m, the group G is said to have the m-CI property if all Cayley graphs of G of valency
m are CI-graphs; further, if G has the k-CI property for all k  m, then G is called an m-CI-group,
and a jGj-CI-group G is called a CI-group. In this paper, we prove that A5 is not a 5-CI-group,
that SL.2; 5/ is not a 6-CI-group, and that all finite 6-CI-groups are soluble. Then we show that a
nonabelian simple group has the 4-CI property if and only if it is A5, and that no nonabelian simple
group has the 5-CI property. Also we give nine new examples of CI-groups of small order, which
were found to be CI-groups with the assistance of a computer.
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1. INTRODUCTION
For a finite group G, set G# D G n f1g where 1 is the identity of G. For a symmetric subset
S of G# (that is, a subset for which S−1 D fs−1 j s 2 Sg coincides with S), the Cayley graph
Cay.G; S/ is defined as the graph with vertex set G and edge set ffa; bg j a; b 2 G; ba−1 2 Sg.
A Cayley graph Cay.G; S/ is called a CI-graph of G if whenever T is a subset of G for
which Cay.G; S/ D Cay.G; T /, there exists an automorphism  of G such that S D T .
(Note: CI stands for Cayley Isomorphism.) One long-standing open problem about Cayley
graphs is to determine which Cayley graphs are CI-graphs of the corresponding groups. The
investigation of this problem has received considerable attention in the literature; see surveys
in [1, 21, 22, 25].
For a positive integer m, a group G is said to have the m-CI property if every Cayley graph
of G of valency m is a CI-graph. Further, if a group G has the k-CI property for all k  m,
then G is called an m-CI-group, and if G is a jGj-CI-group then G is called a CI-group.
An explicit list of all possible candidates for finite m-CI-groups for m  4 is known, from
a series of papers [13–15]. In particular, it was proved in [13, Theorem 1.3] that a nonabelian
simple group G is a 2-CI-group if and only if G D A5 or PSL.2; 8/, and also that among
such simple groups, only A5 is a 3-CI-group. Further, it was asked in [13] whether A5 is an
m-CI-group for m  4. In [11], the second author proved that A5 is not a 29-CI-group and that
finite 58-CI-groups are soluble. As a result of our investigations with the help of a computer,
we can now state the following theorem, which improves the results of [11] and [15].
THEOREM 1.1.
(1) The simple group A5 is not a 5-CI-group;
(2) SL.2; 5/ is not a 6-CI-group;
(3) all finite 6-CI-groups are soluble.
In [16], the study of finite groups with the m-CI property was initiated, and the problem of
characterizing finite groups with the m-CI property was proposed. A general investigation was
made in [16] of the structure of Sylow subgroups of groups with the m-CI property for certain
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values of m, and it was proved that the 2-CI property implies the 1-CI property (so that finite
groups with the 2-CI property are well-characterised by the results of [14, 15]). On the other
hand, an infinite family of finite groups with the 3-CI property but not the 2-CI property was
constructed in [10, Theorem 1.1]. It seems very difficult to obtain a ‘good’ characterisation of
finite groups with the m-CI property for m  3. However, it was proved in [10, Theorem 1.2]
that a nonabelian simple group G has the 3-CI property if and only if G D A5. The next
theorem extends the result to the case where m D 4; 5.
THEOREM 1.2. A finite nonabelian simple group G has the 4-CI property if and only if
G D A5, and no finite nonabelian simple group has the 5-CI property.
As A5 is a 3-CI-group by [13, Theorem 1.3], Theorem 1.2 confirms a conjecture in [13] that
A5 is a 4-CI-group. Hence there are no nonabelian simple groups with the 4-CI property but
not the m-CI property for m D 2; 3. This also strengthens a conjecture in [10] that a finite
group with the 4-CI property but not the 2-CI or 3-CI property is a type of Frobenius group.
It is a difficult problem to obtain a complete classification of finite nonabelian simple groups
with the m-CI property for m  6. We do not even have an example of such a group, and we
are inclined to think that for each value of m  6, there exist very few (and only finitely many)
finite nonabelian simple groups which have the m-CI property.
Although an explicit list of candidates for finite CI-groups has been obtained in [15] and
[12], it is still very difficult to obtain a complete classification of finite CI-groups. So far the
only known CI-groups are the following groups:
Z8, Z9, Z18 [17]; Q8 [25]; A4 [8];
Zn , where nj4k and k is odd square-free [18, 19];
Z2p [7] and Z3p [6], where p is prime;
D2p [2], the dihedral group of order 2p, where p is prime.
A group G is said to be coprime-indecomposable if G D U V with .jU j; jV j/ D 1 implies
that U D 1 or V D 1. In [15], coprime-indecomposable CI-groups are divided into two types
of groups (also see [12]). One of them consists of several ‘sporadic’ examples, some of which
occur as direct factors of general candidates for CI-groups. With computer assistance, we have
been able to determine completely which of these sporadic examples are CI-groups and which
are not.
THEOREM 1.3.
(1) The following groups are CI-groups: Z3 o Z4 (with centre of order 2), Z22  Z3, Z42,
Z23  Z2, Z23 o Z2 (with trivial centre), D18, Z52, Z9 o Z4 (with centre of order 2), and
Z22 o Z9 (with centre of order 3).
(2) Neither Q8 o Z3 (with centre of order 2) nor Q8 o Z9 (with centre of order 6) is a
CI-group.
It was asked in [3] whether elementary abelian groups Zdp are CI-groups. Although the
groups Zdp (for d  3) have been proved to be CI-groups, as mentioned above, Lewis Nowitz
answered this question in the negative by proving that Z62 is not a CI-group (see [20]). A
natural question arises as to whether Z4p and Z5p are CI-groups. Theorem 1.3 shows that the
answer is yes for p D 2. Also we used the MAGMA computer system [4] to confirm Nowitz’s
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result, and found that the graph described in [20] has a full automorphism group of order 24576
(D 2133).
As a corollary, we obtain a complete list of CI-groups of order less than 20.
COROLLARY 1.4. All CI-groups of order at most 19 are completely known, and are
(i) Zn for 2  n  19 and n 6D 16,
(ii) Q8 and Zd2 for d D 2; 3; 4,(iii) D2n for n D 3; 5; 7; 9,
(iv) Z3 o Z4 (with centre of order 2), Z22  Z3, A4, Z23  Z2, Z23 o Z2 (with trivial centre).
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
This section is devoted to proving Theorem 1.1. The proof is based on computer calculations.
First we prove a simple lemma.
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be a finite group which has the m-CI property, for some m  1. If H
is a subgroup of G, then all connected Cayley graphs of H of valency m are CI-graphs of H.
PROOF. Let S  H# be of size m such that Cay.H; S/ is connected. Let T  H be such that
Cay.H; S/ D Cay.H; T /. Then Cay.G; S/ D jGjjH jCay.H; S/ D jGjjH jCay.H; T / D Cay.G; T /.
As G has the m-CI property, it follows that S D T for some  2 Aut.G/. As Cay.H; S/ is
connected, H D hSi, and so H D hSi D hT i D H . Thus  induces an automorphism of
H , so Cay.H; S/ is a CI-graph of H . 2
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. Let G D A5, acting naturally on  D f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g. With the
assistance of MAGMA [4], it can be shown that the following two subsets S; T of G are not
conjugate under Aut.G/ D S5, yet Cay.G; S/ D Cay.G; T /:
S D f.12435/; .15342/; .14/.25/; .14/.35/; .25/.34/g;
T D f.12435/; .15342/; .12/.45/; .13/.24/; .15/.34/g:
In fact, if the elements of each of these two generating-sets are labelled by x; y; a; b; c in
the order given, then the generators in S satisfy the relations xy D a2 D b2 D c2 D x5 D
xby−1b D xb−1c−1 y−1 D xabax−1a D xbabx−1a D x2ax2ay−2a D 1; while those for T
satisfy xy D a2 D b2 D c2 D x5 D xbx−1a D xb−1a−1 y−1 D xbcx−1ac D xcy−1cy−1c D
x2cy2cax−1c D 1: Thus A5 is not a 5-CI-group.
Let G D Q8 o Z3, generated by elements x; y and t of orders 4; 4 and 3 respectively, such
that x2 D y2 D .xy/2 is the central involution of Q8, and t−1xt D y while t−1 yt D yx−1.
Now let
S D ft; t−1; xt; .xt/−1; yt; .yt/−1g;
T D fsx2 j s 2 Sg:
Then clearly S; T are not conjugate within Aut.G/, but Cay.G; S/ D Cay.G; T /. This can be
verified with the assistance of MAGMA if necessary. Clearly, Cay.G; S/ is connected with
valency 6, and as SL.2; 5/ contains Q8 o Z3 as a subgroup, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that
SL.2; 5/ is not a 6-CI-group.
Finally, suppose that G is a finite insoluble 6-CI-group. By [15], G D U  V , where U is
abelian and V D A5 or SL.2; 5/. As V is a characteristic subgroup of G, it follows that V is
a 6-CI-group, which is a contradiction. 2
By the proof, we have
COROLLARY 2.2. The group Q8 o Z3 is not a 6-CI-group.
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2
In this section we prove Theorem 1.2. First we determine Sylow 2-subgroups of a group
with the m-CI property for m D 4 or 5.
LEMMA 3.1. Let G be a finite group with the 4-CI or 5-CI property. Then a Sylow 2-
subgroup of G is elementary abelian, cyclic, or generalised quaternion.
Proof. Let G2 be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. If G2 has only one involution, then by [24, II,
p.59], G2 is either cyclic or generalised quaternion. So assume that G2 has more than one
involution. If G2 is of exponent 2, then G2 is elementary abelian. Therefore, we suppose that
the exponent of G2 is greater than 2. Let a be an element of G2 of order equal to the exponent
of G2, and let b 2 hai be of order 4. As G2 is noncyclic, G2 properly contains hai and hence
also N D NG2.hai/ properly contains hai.
Suppose that there exists an involution e 2 N n hai. Then H D hb; ei is a noncyclic group
of order 8 and b2e D eb2. Let
S4 D H# n fb; b−1; b2g; T4 D H# n fb2; e; b2egI
S5 D H# n fb; b−1g; T5 D H# n fb2; eg:
Then Cay.G; Sm/ D Cay.G; Tm/. However, clearly no automorphism of G maps Sm to Tm ,
which is a contradiction.
Thus N contains only one involution, and so N is generalised quaternion. As G2 contains
at least two involutions, G2 properly contains N and hence also M D NG2.N / properly
contains N . As the order of a is equal to the exponent of G2, it follows that M is not
generalised quaternion. As N is generalised quaternion, it follows that there exists an involution
e 2 M n N . If e normalises hbi then the same argument as used in the previous paragraph
leads to a contradiction. Hence we assume that e does not normalise hbi. It now follows that
hb; bei D Q8 and so .bbe/e D beb D .bbe/−1. Arguing as in the previous paragraph, but
replacing b by bbe, again we obtain a contradiction. Thus G2 is elementary abelian, and the
lemma is proved. 2
For a group G, let.G; i/ D ffa; a−1g j a 2 G; o.a/ D ig. The following is easy to prove:
LEMMA 3.2 ([10, LEMMA 3.2]). Let G be a finite group such that Aut.G/ is transitive
on .hzi; o.z// for some z 2 G. Then NAut.G/.hzi/ is transitive on the set .hzi; o.z//, and
1
2’.o.z// divides jNAut.G/.hzi/=CAut.G/.hzi/j.
Here ’ denotes the Euler Phi-function: ’.n/ is the number of positive integers less than n
which are relatively prime to n. Also we require:
LEMMA 3.3 ([13, LEMMA 2.4]). Let m be a natural number. Then ’.m/  12
p
m, and
’.m/  pm whenever m 6D 2 or 6.
Now we can complete the proof of Theorem 1.2. Two subsets S; T of G are said to be fused
if S D T for some  2 Aut.G/.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2. Suppose that G is a finite nonabelian simple group with the m-CI
property, where m D 4 or 5. By Lemma 3.1, a Sylow 2-subgroup of G is elementary abelian,
cyclic or generalised quaternion. By [23, 10.2.2], however, a finite group with a cyclic or
generalised quaternion Sylow 2-subgroup is not simple. Therefore, a Sylow 2-subgroup of
G must be elementary abelian, and hence by [24, II, p. 582], G is one of the following: J1,
Ree.32nC1/ for some n  1, PSL.2; 2n/ for some n  2, or PSL.2; q/ with q  3 mod 8.
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If G D J1 then the following properties of G may be found in the Atlas [5]: Aut.G/ D G,
and G has a cyclic subgroup hxi of order 19 such that NAut.G/.hxi/ D hxi o Z6, and x is
conjugate to x−1 by an involution g. Let
S4 D fx; x−1; x2; x−2g;
T4 D fxi ; x−i ; x2i ; x−2i g;
S5 D fx; x−1; x2; x−2; gg;
T5 D fxi ; x−i ; x2i ; x−2i ; gg;
where 2  i  9. It is easily seen that Cay.G; Sm/ D Cay.G; Tm/. As G has the m-CI
property, Sm is fused to Tm and it follows that fx; x−1g is fused to fxi ; x−i g. By Lemma 3.2,
9 D 12’.o.x// divides jNAut.G/.hzi/=CAut.G/.hzi/j D 6, which is a contradiction.
Next assume that G D Ree.32nC1/ for some n  1. By [9], G has a cyclic subgroup hxi
of order 32nC1 C 3nC1 C 1 such that NAut.G/.hxi/ D hxio H , where jH j is even and divides
6.2nC 1/. Let g be an involution in H , normalising hxi. Now let i be an integer which is less
than o.x/=2 and coprime to o.x/, and let
S4 D fx; x−1; x2; x−2g;
T4 D fxi ; x−i ; x2i ; x−2i g;
S5 D fx; x−1; x2; x−2; gg;
T5 D fxi ; x−i ; x2i ; x−2i ; gg:
It is easily checked that there exists  2 Aut.hx; gi/ such that Sm D Tm . It follows that
Cay.G; Sm/ D Cay.G; Tm/. As G has the m-CI property, Sm is fused to Tm , and it then follows
that fx; x−1g is fused to fxi ; x−i g. By Lemma 3.2, we have 12’.32nC1C3nC1C1/  6.2nC1/.
By Lemma 3.3, it follows that 3n
p
3 < ’.32nC1 C 3nC1 C 1/  12.2n C 1/. Consequently,
n  3. If n D 2 however, then ’.35 C 33 C 1/ D ’.271/ D 270 6 60; and if n D 3 then
’.37 C 34 C 1/ D ’.2269/ D 2268 6 86. Hence n D 1 and G D Ree.27/. From the Atlas
[5], we see jOut.G/j D 3, and that G contains three elements a; b; b−1 of order 3 no two of
which are fused, and that there exist involutions g; h 2 G such that ag D a−1 and bh D b.
Let H D ha; gi and K D hb; hi. Then H D D6 and K D Z6. Let
S4 D H# n fgg; T4 D K # n fhg;
S5 D H#; T5 D K #:
It follows that Cay.G; Sm/ D Cay.G; Tm/. As G has the m-CI property, Sm is fused to Tm ,
and it then follows that H is isomorphic to K , which is not possible.
Assume that G D PSL.2; q/ where either q D 2 f , or q D p f  3 (mod 8) for some
prime p. Using the same argument as that in [10, Theorem 1.2], we find that q D 4; 5; 8; 11
or 27.
Suppose that p D 27. Then from the Atlas [5], G has two fusion classes of order 13,
and if x is an element of order 13 then x is conjugate to x−1 by an involution g and
NAut.G/.hxi/=CAut.G/.hxi/ D Z6. So fx; x−1g is not fused to fxi ; x−i g for some i with
1 < i  6. Let
S4 D fx; x−1; x2; x−2g;
T4 D fxi ; x−i ; x2i ; x−2i g;
S5 D fx; x−1; x2; x−2; gg;
T5 D fxi ; x−i ; x2i ; x−2i ; gg:
Then Cay.hSmi; Sm/ D Cay.hTmi; Tm/, so Cay.G; Sm/ D Cay.G; Tm/. As G has the m-
CI property, Sm is fused to Tm . It follows that fx; x−1g is fused to fxi ; x−i g, which is a
contradiction.
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Suppose that p D 11. Then from the Atlas [5], G has an element x of order 5 such that
fx; x−1g is not fused to fx2; x−2g, and there exists an involution g 2 G such that xg D x−1.
Let
S4 D fx; x−1; g; gxg;
T4 D fx2; x−2; g; gx2g;
S5 D fx; x−1; g; gx; gx−1g;
T5 D fx2; x−2; g; gx2; gx−2g:
Then there exists  2 Aut.hx; gi/ such that Sm D Tm , and so
Cay.G; Sm/ D jGj10 Cay.hx; gi; Sm/
D jGj10 Cay.hx; gi; Tm/ D Cay.G; Tm/:
As G has the m-CI property, Sm is fused to Tm . It follows that fx; x−1g is fused to fx2; x−2g,
which is a contradiction.
Suppose that G D PSL.2; 8/. Let A D Aut.G/, and let G2 be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G.
From the Atlas [5], G2 D Z32 and NA.G2/ D Z32 o .Z7 o Z3/. Let S and T be any two
4-element subsets of G#2 such that G2 D hG#2 n Si D hG#2 n T i. Then G2 D hSi D hT i. It
follows that
Cay.G; S/ D jGj
8
Cay.G2; S/ D jGj8 .K8 −Q3/
D jGj8 Cay.G2; T / D Cay.G; T /;
where K8 is the complete graph of order 8 and Q3 is the cube graph of dimension 3. As G has the
4-CI property, there exists  2 A such that S D T . In particular, G2 D hSi D hT i D G2,
so  2 NA.G2/. Thus, NA.G2/ is transitive on the 4-element sets R for G2 such that
hG2 n Ri D G2. There are
(7
4
− 7 D 28 of these, however the number of distinct images of S
under NA.G2/ is jNA.G2/ V M j, where M is the setwise stabiliser of S in NA.G2/, and as M
contains G2, we find jNA.G2/ V M j  21, which is a contradiction. Hence G does not have
the 4-CI property.
Now let t be a generator of the group of units of GF.8/ such that t satisfies t3 C t C 1 D 0.
Then we can represent G D PSL.2; 8/ as a permutation group of degree 9 on the projective
line over GF.8/, written as the set f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9g where 1 stands for1, 2 stands for
0, and k stands for tk−3 for 3  k  9. Let S D fa; b; c; d; eg and T D fa; b; c; f; gg, where
a D .3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9/; induced by x 7! t x;
b D .3; 9; 8; 7; 6; 5; 4/; induced by x 7! t−1x;
c D .1; 2/.3; 7/.4; 6/.8; 9/; induced by x 7! t4=x;
d D .1; 2/.3; 9/.4; 8/.5; 7/; induced by x 7! t6=x;
e D .1; 3/.2; 8/.4; 6/.5; 7/; induced by x 7! .x C t5/=.x C 1/;
f D .1; 2/.3; 5/.6; 9/.7; 8/; induced by x 7! t2=x;
g D .1; 7/.2; 9/.3; 4/.5; 6/; induced by x 7! .t4x C t3/=.x C t4/:
Then Cay.G; S/ D Cay.G; T /, but S 6D T for any  2 Aut.G/ D P0L.2; 8/. In fact, the
relations satisfied by these two generating sets are, respectively,
ab D c2 D d2 D e2 D ada−1c D ad−1c−1b−1 D adea−1ce
D a4b−3 D a3edb−2ea−1b2e D aeaebedea−1ea−1e D 1;
and
ab D c2 D f 2 D g2 D acb−1c D ac−1 f −1b−1 D acgb−1cg D a4b−3
D a3g−1b−3g−1b−2ag−1 D a2b−1g−1a−1g−1b−2ag−1bg−1
D agagbgcga−1ga−1g D 1:
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Hence G does not have the 5-CI property.
Finally, let G D A5. By Theorem 1.1, G does not have the 5-CI property. On the other
hand, with help from MAGMA [4], it can be shown that A5 does have the 4-CI property. In
fact there are precisely five equivalence classes of 2-sets (under the action of Aut.G/ D S5),
giving mutually nonisomorphic Cayley graphs. Similarly 15 pairwise nonfused 3-sets and 55
pairwise nonfused 4-sets can be found, but no two of these produce isomorphic Cayley graphs.
Thus every Cayley graph of G of valency 4 is a CI-graph, and hence A5 has the 4-CI property.
2
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3
Here we give a description of our proof that the following groups are CI-groups: Z3 o Z4,
Z22  Z3, Z42, Z23  Z2, Z23 o Z2, D18, Z52, Z9 o Z4, Z22 o Z9. It is clear that for each group
G in this list, all involutions in G are conjugate under Aut.G/, and so G is a 1-CI-group. We
also notice that a Cayley graph Cay.G; S/ is a CI-graph of G if and only if Cay.G;G# n S/ is
a CI-graph. Thus we only need to consider Cayley graphs of G of valencies from 2 to jG#j=2.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3. (1) For G D D18, the dihedral group of order 18, it is easy to see
that G is a 2-CI-group. With the assistance of MAGMA [4], for 3  k  8 we determined the
maximum number n D n.k/ of pairwise nonfused k-sets in G, and these numbers are given in
the following table:
k 3 4 5 6 7 8
n 5 12 16 27 32 38
Also with help from MAGMA, we found that in each case all n.k/ sets produce nonisomorphic
Cayley graphs, and it follows that D18 is a CI-group.
For G D Z9 o Z4, the analogous computations show the maximum number n D n.k/ of
pairwise nonfused k-sets in G for 2  k  17 are as follows:
k 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
n 5 5 16 16 45 45 108 108 220 220 383 383 560 560 678 678
Again these give pairwise nonisomorphic Cayley graphs, and therefore Z9oZ4 is a CI-group.
It follows also that Z3 o Z4 is a CI-group.
Similarly, G D Z22 o Z9 is a CI-group, the relevant numbers being:
k 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
n 4 5 11 15 32 44 85 121 197 271 386 488 615 713 796 839
It follows also that Z22  Z3 is a CI-group.
For G D Z42, the numbers are as follows:
k 3 4 5 6 7
n 2 3 4 5 6
Again the associated Cayley graphs are pairwise nonisomorphic, so Z42 is a CI-group.
Now consider G D Z52. We note that, for any two isomorphic subgroups H; K of G, each
isomorphism from H to K can be extended to an automorphism of G (see [10, Lemma 2.4]).
Further, as Z42 is a CI-group, it easily follows that all Cayley graphs of G of valency at most 5
are CI-graphs of G, so that we need only consider connected Cayley graphs of G of valency
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6 or more. For 6  k  15 the maximum number n D n.k/ of pairwise nonfused k-sets in
G D Z52 is given in the following table:
k 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
n 4 8 15 29 46 64 89 112 128 144
As the associated Cayley graphs are pairwise nonisomorphic, Z52 is a CI-group.
Finally, consider G D Z23Z2 and Z23 oZ2 (in which the involutory automorphism inverts
all elements of order 3). The analogous computations show the maximum number n D n.k/
of pairwise nonfused k-sets in G D Z23  Z2 for 2  k  8 to be as follows:
k 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
n 2 2 4 4 6 6 9
Similarly, for G D Z23 o Z2 the relevant numbers are:
k 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
n 2 3 5 7 9 10 13
As the associated Cayley graphs are pairwise nonisomorphic, both the abelian group Z23 Z2
and the Frobenius group Z23 o Z2 are CI-groups.
(2) By Corollary 2.2, Q8 o Z3 is not a CI-group. Now let G D Q8 o Z9. Then G has a
characteristic subgroup N of order 3 such that G=N D Q8oZ3. By [3, Lemmas 3.2 and 3.5],
if G is a CI-group then G=N is a CI-group, which is a contradiction. Thus Q8 o Z9 is not a
CI-group. 2
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